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Car Charger Mcdodo CC-7030, USB + USB-C, with Display, 45W (Black)

Mcdodo CC-7030 car charger, USB + USB-C, with display, 45W (black)
Travel with the Mcdodo car charger! The product offers up to 2 ports (such as USB and USB-C), making it widely compatible with most
devices. It supports multiple fast charging protocols and stands out with a power output of up to 45 watts. It will be perfect for various
car models. The CC-7030 provides multi-level protection and features an LED display.
 
Fast charging technology
Instantly  charge  up  to  2  devices  simultaneously.  The  Mcdodo  car  charger  is  equipped  with  USB  and  USB-C  ports  and  supports  fast
charging protocols such as AFC / FCP / SCP / QC3.0 / PD3.0. The USB-C port supports PD3.0 technology, so 15 minutes is enough for the
battery charge level to reach up to 30%. The USB-A port, on the other hand, supports the Huawei Super Charge protocol, so that (if you
use the Mcdodo 5A cable with the charger), the power reaches up to 22.5 watts. With the CC-7030, you'll forget what waiting is!
 
Thoughtful design
The  Mcdodo  car  charger  is  distinguished  by  its  LED  display,  which  shows  the  voltage  value  in  real  time.  Thanks  to  the  fact  that  the
product  is  equipped  with  USB  and  USB-C  ports,  it  is  widely  versatile.  You  can  charge  not  only  smartphones,  but  also  laptops.  What's
more, the CC-7030 is compatible with all car models.
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Safety of use
The use of the Mcdodo product is completely safe. The charger provides protection against overvoltage, overcurrent,  short circuit  and
overheating,  among other  things.  Its  shell  is  made of  high-grade materials,  such as  aluminum alloys,  so  it  efficiently  distributes  heat.
Charge the devices you need without worrying about damaging them!
 
Manufacturer
Mcdodo
Model
CC-7030
Power
45 W
Input
DC 12V-24V
Output:
USB-A：5V⎓3A，9V⎓3A，12V⎓3A，15V⎓3A，20V⎓2.25A, 5V=4.5A (SCP), 4.5V=5A (SCP) 
USB-C：5V⎓3A，9V⎓3A，12V⎓3A，15V⎓3A，20V⎓2.25A 
USB-A + USB-C：5V⎓3A + 5V⎓3A
Supported fast charging protocols
AFC / FCP / SCP / QC3.0 / PD3.0
Material
Aluminum alloys
Dimensions
58.6 x 31.5 x 31.5 mm
Weight
30 g
Color
Black

Price:

Before: € 14.5017

Now: € 13.00
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